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Concentrated Stock

A Strategy Sheet

Concentrated Stock Positions
The ownership of large, significant stock positions tends to create
singular opportunities and risks. These positions are often the hallmark
of a successful corporate career, or shrewd investment decisions.
Sometimes, the positions are inherited. The constant challenge, and
concern, is diversifying the risk of having all, or most of, one’s eggs in
one basket. As the old saw goes, wealth tends to be created by
concentrated positions, and preserved by diversification. The primary
consideration in these situations is preserving the wealth that the
position represents, while protecting the stock from a variety of risks,
including the vagaries of the financial markets, the volatility of the
underlying business represented by the stock and even evolving
economic cycles that could impact the stock’s trajectory.
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Process & Outcome:
The traditional approach to concentrated stock tends to waver between
doing nothing or selling chunks of the stock on some predetermined
schedule. But another approach exists that can help investors get paid
by the options market just for agreeing to do something that they want
to do anyway - sell stock at higher prices. After determining an
investor’s goals, a covered-call selling program can be crafted that is
designed to generate incremental income that can enhance returns.
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A STRATEGY

Process and Outcome continuation:

The goal of the covered-call strategy is ensuring that investors are always making
decisions for themselves, rather than leaving that to the stock market.
If a stock is at $50, for example, an investor could opt to sell a call option with a strike
price of $60 that expires in three months. In return, the investor would collect an options
premium of say $2 per share, creating a potential effective sale price of $62. If the stock
price remained below the call strike price of $60, the investor would keep the options
premium. Should the stock price exceed the strike price at expiration, the investor could
allow the stock to be sold at $60, or perhaps buy the call back and “roll” to a higher strike
price in a more distant month.
The sale of an option against a stock generates what we call a “conditional dividend”
payment. What is the condition of the dividend? The investor must be willing to sell the
stock at the predetermined sales price. In return for making that decision, the investor
collects the amount of money that was received for selling the call. The strategy can
create taxable events and it is important to consult a tax advisor.
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OPTIONS 101 BUILDING A FOUNDATION

Disclosures
This communication is provided by Options Solutions, LLC (“Options Solutions”). Options Solutions is not required to be, and is not, registered as an investment adviser with
Securities and Exchange Commission or any state. The information shown herein is for general informational purposes only, should not be construed as investment advice, and
should not be relied upon when making a decision to invest. Nothing herein should be construed as a solicitation or offer, or recommendation, to buy or sell any security.
Advisory services are only provided to investors who become advisory clients of Options Solutions pursuant to a written advisory agreement or similar documentation, which
investors are urged to read and carefully consider in determining whether investing with Options Solutions is suitable for their individual circumstances. In addition, nothing
herein is intended to constitute legal, tax or accounting advice or investment recommendations, and prospective investors are strongly encouraged to seek the advice of the
appropriate legal, tax, and/or accounting professionals prior to investing.

PAST PERFORMANCE OF OPTIONS SOLUTIONS, ITS EMPLOYEES, OFFICERS, AND/OR AFFILIATES, IS NO GUARANTEE, NOR IS IT INDICATIVE, OF FUTURE RESULTS. All
investing involves risk, including the loss of the principal amount invested. Any investment strategies described herein are speculative and involve a high degree of risk. There
can be no assurance that any investment strategies discussed herein will meet any specific investment objectives, behave in any predictable manner. It should not be assumed
that any an investor will experience performance comparable to any shown herein, or that any actual client has experienced such returns. Performance may be volatile and may
result in significant losses. Moreover, fees and transaction expenses may offset any profits.

The risk of loss in trading futures contracts or options is substantial. In some circumstances, an investor may sustain losses in excess of their initial margin funds. A
prospective investor should therefore study and understand futures contracts and options before he or she invest in any fund trading such contracts and options and carefully
consider whether such trading is suitable in the light of his or her own financial position and investment objectives.

All product names, logos, and brands are property of their respective owners. Use of these names, logos, and brands is for identification purposes only, and does not imply
endorsement or affiliation.

Certain information contained herein may have been compiled from third-party sources. While Options Solutions believes such information comes from reliable sources, no
representation, warranty or undertaking, express or implied, may be made with respect to the accuracy or completeness of such data, and Options Solutions assumes no duty to
update such information. Any calculations, tables, projections or analyses provided to assist in evaluating the matters described herein may be based on subjective
assessments and assumptions and may use a methodology that is one among several alternatives that could produce different results.

Information shown herein is in summary form, does not purport to be full or complete, and is subject to numerous qualifications and further explanation. Unless otherwise
indicated, any information shown is estimated, unaudited, and has not been subject to review by any independent third-party or public accountant.
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